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Abstract

A close look at the fragmentary inscriptions of the Antikythera Mechanism published by Freeth et al. [Freeth, T., Bitsakis, Y., Moussas, X., Seiradakis, J.H., Tselikas, A., Magkou, E., Zafeiropoulos, M., Hadland, R., Bate, D., Ramsey, A., Allen, M., Crawley, A., Hockley, P., Malzbender, T., Gelb, D., Ambrisco, W., Edmunds, M.G. Decoding the Antikythera mechanism: investigation of an ancient astronomical calculator. Nature 444 (7119), 587–591, 2006] reveals some elements, which could help to decode its function and use. The Back Door Inscription seems to give a detailed description of some external parts of the instrument and the related instructions for their use. We especially refer to the term «ecliptic» as compared to that in Ars Eudoxi and other papyri and inscriptions. The Back Plate Inscription seems to give instructions for the proper orientation and use of the instrument. The Front Door Inscription refers to the stationary points of planetary motion, but only two planetary names have been read, that of Venus and Mercury, as far as we know. After a study of the works of Alexandrian scholars Ptolemy, Theon, Paulus and Heliodorus regarding the stationary points of planetary motion, we arrive at the following conclusion: it seems very likely that the Antikythera Mechanism has been constructed apart from other uses (a) for the observation of the Sun, the Moon and the stars; (b) to simulate the longitudinal motion of the Sun, the Moon and the planets, and (c) in the case of Mercury and Venus the instrument could also show their stationary points and the retrograde arc between them; here we present additional arguments to support the view that this is also true for the three outer planets. As far as the technical knowledge underlying the construction of Mechanism’s gear trains is concerned, the last (eighth) book of Pappus’s Collection, includes the basic notions and theorems for such constructions, known from the earlier works of Archimedes.
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1. Introduction

The publication of the article «Decoding the Antikythera Mechanism» by Freeth et al. (2006) has revived the interest of scholars for further research into the related topics of the early history of science, especially that of astronomy, and technology. This unique artifact found in the Antikythera shipwreck by Greek sponge-fishers in 1900 has been also studied in the 20th century. Here we refer only to the first comprehensive and extensive publication, that of Price (1974); full references to more recent publications of M. Wright (1995, 2002, 2003, 2005a,b,c, 2006a,b), A. Bromley (1990, 1993) and other scholars are to be found in the article of Freeth et al. (2006).1

In his article Price (1974) published the inscriptions on the saved parts of the Antikythera Mechanism and tried to trace the early history of gearing based on conventional X-radiographs taken by Charalambos and Emily Carakalos. Freeth et al. (2006) using the latest achievements of contemporary technology, as surface imaging and high-resolution 3-dimentional X-ray tomography, achieved to propose a better reconstruction of the Antikythera Mechanism and read many more letters of the engraved inscriptions on the saved parts. Our comments on these inscriptions are based on their publication.

E-mail address: mpapatha@math.uoa.gr

1 Other source material is listed in Appendix.
2. The Back Plate Inscription

2.1. The greek text of the Back Plate Inscription

| 1  | ΙΠΟ       |
| 2  | ΙΚΟΛΙΤ    |
| 3  | ΙΝΟΝ      |
| 4  | ΑΠΟΧΟΟΟ    |
| 5  | ΔΕΚΑΤΞΩΝΤΑΝ |
| 6  | ΛΙΒΑΝΧΙΠ    |
| 7  | ΛΜΑ       |
| 8  | Ν        |
| 9  | ΠΡΟ      |
| 10 | ΙΣΤΩΝΤΑΣ  |
| 11 | ΚΑΤΑΛΗ    |
| 12 | ΠΡΟΣΑΠΗΛ |
| 13 | ΩΤΗΝΩ    |
| 14 | ΛΗΝΤΟ    |
| 15 | ΧΡΩΝΙΑ   |
| 16 | ΠΥΟ     |
| 17 | ΙΟ      |

(from Freeth et al., 2006).

2.2. The points of the horizon

This small fragment of the Back Plate Inscription offers some important information regarding the points of the horizon, which obviously were used for orientation. The name ΔΙΨ in accusative ΔΙΒΑ (l.6) implies that a proposition (obviously ΠΡΟΣ) precedes it, namely [ΠΡΟΣ] ΔΙΒΑ meaning [TOWARDS] SOUTHWEST. The same could be said for the name ΝΟΤΩΣ in accusative ΝΟΤΩΝ (l. 23); it implies that the proposition ΠΡΟΣ precedes it, namely [ΠΡΟΣ] ΝΟΤΩΝ, meaning [TOWARDS] SOUTH. On the other hand, the expression ΑΠΟ ΝΟΤΟΥ [ΠΕΡΙ] signifies FROM SOUTH. In this context we attempt to read ΠΡΟΣ ΑΠΗΛΙΩΤΗΝ, meaning [TOWARDS] EST, the (l.13) ΠΡΟΣΑΠΗΛΑ[I], as well as ΩΤΗΝ in following l.14, namely [ΠΡΟΣ] ΑΠΗΛΙΩΤΗΝ.

We should remember that the names of the points of the horizon coincide with those of the winds but their arrows indicate opposite directions. Namely, we orientate towards a direction, for example to the «North», seeing towards this point on the horizon; on the contrary, a «North» wind has an opposite direction, as it comes from the North and blows towards the South point of the horizon. The Back Plate Inscription seems to give instructions for the orientation of the instrument so that it can be properly used in the greatest part of the Oikoumene, namely the inhabited world. Expressions like «towards Apeliotes» indicate a direction on the horizon towards which we should orientate rather than that of a wind, as winds are named according to the point they come from.

To support our view we cite some examples from Greek papyri: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cache/perscoll-DDBDP.html.

The Duke Databank of Documentari Papyri, Pap. Batav.: Textes grecs, demotiques et bilingues, No 3, (Date: 109 BC; Location: Memnoneia PSI9,1021), lines 12-16 ΝΟΤΟΥ ΓΗ, ΒΟΡΡΑ ΓΗ, ΑΠΙΛΙΩΤΟΥ, ΛΙΒΟΣ ΓΗ.

Pap. Alex.: Papyrus grecs du Musée Gréco-Romain d’Alexandrie, Inv. 414 (Date: III saec; Location: ? SB 1. 4308), l. 3 ΑΠ ΑΠΗΛΙΩΤΟΥ, l. 7 ΚΤΟΥ ΠΡΟΣ ΝΟ-ΤΟΝ.

2.3. The parapegma

The term «parapegma» originally meant an inscription, exhibited, like a sundial, for public use. It contains a list of fixed star phases and associated predictions for the weather for a whole year. Because of the irregular fluctuations of the Greek lunar calendars the dates of the phases in the civil calendar of the current year were shown on pegs, which were inserted in little holes drilled into the stone beside the lines of the text. Besides the stone inscriptions a literary form of «parapegmaton» (plural) developed of which the Genius’ Parapegma is the earliest extant example. The text gives, exactly as the inscriptions, a list of consecutive fixed star phases and weather prognostications. The role of the holes, which represent consecutive days, is now taken over by a day-by-day progress of the sun. We should point out that the information given by a parapegma-inscription «fixed» in a site depends upon the geographical latitude of the site as far as the fixed star phases are concerned, while weather predictions depend upon «local» climatic conditions. On the contrary, a parapegma of literary form, carried by a traveler who changes places, cannot be properly used either for fixed star phases or weather predictions.

Consequently, our fragmentary text engraved on a portable instrument could not be a «parapegma» of literary form, as it saves the names of three directions on the horizon — namely, those of East, South and South-West — and not those of winds. An argument pro this view is the beginning of the text of the Ars Eudoxi (Pap. Paris. 1, col.1) describing the «path of the Sun» from the winter solstice to the summer solstice and vice versa through the vernal and fall equinoxes respectively, with reference to the points of the horizon (either ΕΙΣ «towards» or ΑΠΟ «from» them): North, South, East, South-West. Another argument pro this view is a Diagram of Horizons (ΚΑΤΑΡΦΗΠΙΖΟΝΤΩΝ) in the Cod. Paris. gr. 2394. The related explanatory text is as follows: «By means of this [diagram] we know for every latitude how many degrees north or south of the Equator the starting point of every zodiacal sign is located».

3. The Back Door Inscription

3.1. The greek text of the Back Door Inscription

1 1 ΤΑΥΤΗΝΔΑ
2 2 ΔΙΔΥΠΟΛΛ
3 3 ΥΠΟΔΕΤΟΝΤ
4 4 ΑΤ
5 5 Ε
6 6
7 7 Ο
8 8 ΗΡΜΟΣ
9 9 ΑΚΡΟΥΔ
10 10 ΜΕΝΟ
11 11 Μ
12 12 ΟΛΆΝ
13 13 ΥΠΟΛΑ
14 14 ΟΥΑΣΦΑΙΡΙΟΝΦΕΡΕ
15 15 ΠΡΟΕΧΩΝΑΥΤΟΥΓΝΟΜΟΝΙΟΝΣ
16 16 ΦΕΡΕΙΩΝΗΜΕΝΕΧΟΜΕΝ
17 17 ΤΟΣΤΟΙΔΕΙΑΤΟΥΦΕΡΟΜΕΝ
18 18 ΤΣΙΦΡΟΙΤΗΕΡΟΥ
19 19 ΤΟΥΣΨΟΡΟΥΙΕΡΕΤΑΝ
20 20 ΓΝΩΜΚΕΙΑΙΧΡΥΣΟΥΣΦΑΙΡΙΟΝ
21 21 ΧΛΑΙΚΤΙΝΥΠΕΡΕΤΟΝΗΛΙΟΝΕΣΤΙΝΚΥ
22 22 ΥΛΕΣΑΥΡΟΝΕΤΟΤΟΤΕΙΑΝΟΡΕ
23 23 ΣΟΝΟΣΤΟΙΔΕΙΑΠΟΡΕΥΟΜΕΝΟΥ
24 24 ΙΝΟΝΟΥΚΚΟΣΤΟΙΔΕΙΑΦΑΙΡΙΟΝΦΕΡ
25 25 ΜΕΤΟΥΚΟΖΜΟΥΚΕΙΑΤΙΣΦΕΡ
26 26 ΜΕΝΣΤΟΙΧΕΙΑΠΑΡΑΚΑΦ
27 27 ΛΥΤΑΤΑΙΣΑΞΙΑΠΙΔ
28 28 ΑΟΤΟΝΙΑΙΩΣΤΟΝΜΕΝ
29 29 ΝΟΜΗΣΙΕΙΑΙΚΩΝΤΗΜΑΤΑΛΕΕ
30 30 ΤΑΙΧΧΑΙΕΙΑΙΡΕΙΣΜΟΙΜΕΡΑΙΚ
31 31 ΧΟΝΣΙΤΗΜΑΤΙΑΙΟΠΕΡΙΤΥΜΠΑΝ
32 32 ΠΡΟΕΡΜΕΝΗΣΤΗΜΑΤΑΙΤΗΜ
33 33 ΑΤΩΝΤΡΗΜΑΤΩΝΙΕΙΛΕΚΣΘΑΙ
34 34 ΟΜΟΙΑΣΤΟΙΣ
35 35 ΦΥΣΚΟΙΗ
36 36 ΚΑΙΣΥΜΦΟΥ
37 37 ΤΠΑ
38 38
39 39
40 40 ΕΟΥ
41 41 ΕΝΑΞΠΑΝΕ
42 42 ΜΗΝΟΘΕΕΝΕΗΑ
43 43 ΘΣΙΩΡΘΗΧΩΡΑΣ
44 44 ΜΟΝΙΑΔΟΥΟΝΤΑΚΡΑΦΕ
45 45 ΧΕΣΑΡΑΘΛΗΙΟΔΟΜΕΝΤ
46 46 ΣΑΙΝΤΗΣΟΧΙΘΟΥ
47 47 ΟΣΙΕΙΣΑΣΚΙΣΥΝΤΕΣ
48 48 ΙΟΝΤΟΣΩΙΔΙΑΡΕΘΗΟΛΑ
49 49 ΔΟΙΕΕΓΕΛΕΙΠΙΚΟΙΣ
50 50 ΙΟΜΟΤΟΙΣΕΠΙΠΗΣΕ
51 51 ΠΙΝΕΝΤ

(from Freeth et al., 2006).

This inscription seems to give a detailed description of some external parts of the instrument (e.g. the small golden sphere, the spiral and the pointers) and the related instructions for their use.

3.2. The ecliptic

The engraved Greek word is ΕΓΑΕΙΠΠΙΚΟΙΣ, i.e. the dative plural of the epithet ΕΓΑΕΙΠΠΙΚΟΣ or ΕΓΑΕΙΠΠΙΚΩΝ. We can immediately see the use of letter Ι instead of Κ (ΕΚΑΕΠΠΙΚΟΙΣ). We note that the interchange of letters Ι and Κ before the letter Α in Greek language is well known from Hellenistic times until now (ΕΚΑΕΠΠΙΩ → ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΩ → ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΦΑ → ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΦ). Let us now cite some cases from Greek papyri and inscriptions:

Firstly, we cite two cases occurring in Greek papyri from Egypt (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cache/perscoll_DDBDP.html):

The Duke Databank of Documentary Papyri, Pap. Batav.: Textes grecs, démotiques et bilingues, No 3 (Date: 109 BC; Location: Memnoneia PSI9,1021): l. 31 ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΕΙΝ, l. 34 ΕΓΜΙΣΘΩΥΝ.

Secondly, we cite some examples occurring in Greek inscription from the SE Aegean Islands and the coast region of Asia Minor, (http://epigraphy.packhum.org/inscriptions/):

Rhodian Peraia 24, b.1, l. 29 ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΟΝΤΟΣ, l. 32-33 ΤΟΥ ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΟΝΤΟΣ. Caria, IK Knidos I 231 (turn of 3rd/2nd cent. BC), l. 30 ΕΓΔΟΙΣΙΝ. Caria, IK Knidos I 221, Kalymnos, ca. 300 BC, Α[2], l. 37 ΕΓΔΙΟΝΤΟΣ, l. 44 ΕΓΔΑΜΟΙΣΙΟΥ, l. 48 ΕΓΜΑΡΥΕΙΣΗΝΤΟΙ, l. 53-54 ΕΓΜΑΡΥΕΙΘΕΙΣΑΣ, also lines 59, 60, 61, 63–64 and others. Cos, Paton-Hicks 10, ca. 202/201 BC, l. 23 ΕΓΔΟΝΤΩ.

We should point out that the above inscriptions are written in the Doric dialect of Greek language spoken in those regions, while the Greek papyri from Egypt are written in common Greek language like the Attic dialect. Moreover, the only one Greek astronomical text in which occur the word ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙΣ (eclipse) and the related verb ΕΓΑΕΠΠΙ [instead of ΕΚΑΕΠΠΙΣ and ΕΚΑΕΠΠΙ resp.] is that known as ΕΥΑΟΣΟΥΤΕΧΝΗ (Ars Eudoxi, namely The Art of Eudoxus). The use of Γ instead of Κ appears also in all derivates of the word throughout the above text, which is not written in the Doric dialect. We also note the use of the word ΕΓΜΑΘΕΙΝ instead of ΕΚΜΑΘΕΙΝ (verb «study») in the beginning of the text. On the other hand, neither the word «eclipse» nor its derivates occur in Hipparchus’s Commentary on the phenomena of Aratus and Eudoxus, even in the citations from their texts, nor in the works of Rhodian astronomers Attalus (2nd cent. BC) and Geminus (1st cent. BC).

The Art of Eudoxus is saved in the Papyrus Parisinus 1, which was found in 1778 near Gizeh and was published in Rome 10 years later. The date of the papyrus is deduced from a remark in column XXII, namely that according to Eudoxus and Democritus the winter solstice falls on the 20th or 19th of the Egyptian month Athyr. If we allow the interval for the solstice to range between December 28 and 24 we obtain for Athyr 19/20 a date between – 196 (197 BC) and – 173 (174 BC). This would be the date the papyrus was written. A linear scheme for the variation of the length of the daylight is based on the parameters for Lower Egypt (minimum duration = 10 h, maximum duration = 14 h). Neugebauer points out the close parallels of this text with Papyrus Hibeh 27, which was written about – 300 (301 BC); this suggests a similar date for the original
version of the *Eudoxus papyrus*. This would be close to the time of Callippus who is mentioned near the end of the text for his parameters of the lengths of the seasons (Neugebauer, 1975, pp. 599–600, 686–689).

Taking into consideration that none Greek word of the inscriptions on the saved parts of the Antikythera Mechanism is written in the Doric dialect, and the above linguistic evidence as far as the term ΕΓΑΠΙΤΙΚΟΣ is concerned, it seems very likely that the Antikythera Mechanism has been designed and constructed in Alexandria of Egypt.

The text of the *Art of Eudoxus* (cols. V and IX) says that the planets describe «spiral paths» because their distance from the fixed poles of the celestial sphere is variable. But spiral paths hold also for the Sun and the Moon. According to this text, the synodic period of Venus is 1 year 3 months 4 days (=459 days) and that of Mercury is 3 months [2] 6 days. Although there is no word about retrogradations, as Neugebauer points out, it is well known that Eudoxus of Knidos, has introduced the theory of the homocentric (but not coaxial) spheres in order to explain the forward and retrograde motion of the planets and to calculate their retrograde arc between the two stationary points. On the other hand, it is clear that the text of the *E. papyrus* is only a general and elementary introduction for his parameters of the lengths of the seasons (Neugebauer, 1975, pp. 599–600, 686–689).

4.1. The greek text of the Front Door Inscription

4.2. Stationary points

The Front Door Inscription, the most preserved and extensive, refers almost exclusively to the two kinds of stationary points (ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΙ) of planetary motion. That moment, as far as we know, no more than two names of planets are read, namely those of Venus (ΛΦΟΔΙΠΠ) and Mercury (ΕΡΜΗΣ). From a first look at it we immediately recognize it as a fragment related to the theory of the retrograde motion of the planets. Let us focus in line 11 (the reading of underlined letters is dubious):

**ΠΡΟΣΑΓΕΙΠΙΣ ThetaI** ΜΟΝΟΛΕΙΞΩΝ ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΙΣ ΔΥΤΙΧΑΝΗΠΟΣ

This line is translated by Freeth et al., 2006) as «... brought upon the Sun the minor stationary point (ς or 200) then occurs distance». Although the two consecutive words ΕΛΛΥΚΟΣ ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΣ (if the reading is correct) look as if the epithet ΕΛΛΥΚΟΣ is attributed to ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΣ, there is no such term like ΕΛΛΥΚΟΣ ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΣ (minor station) in the theory of retrogradation. Eudoxus of Knidos (4th cent. BC) was the first astronomer who formulated a cinematic theory – that of the homocentric spheres – to explain this phenomenon. Claudius Ptolemy (2nd cent. AD) in the

first chapter of the twelfth Book of his *Mathematical Syntaxis* exposes the theory of retrogradation and the necessary conditions so that a point is a stationary one according to both theories (that of epicycles and that of the eccentric cycles). Ptolemy states that the proof is due to other mathematicians and especially to Apollonius of Perga (end of the 3rd cent. BC). We cite Apollonius’ condition for the stationary points in both models:

In the epicyclic model a planet located at a point P of its epicycle, appears stationary to an observer O (who is located at the center of the deferent) if and only if \( \frac{OP}{PT} = \frac{V_p}{V_c} \), where \( V_p \) is the angular velocity of the planet on its epicycle with respect to the direction OC and \( V_c \) the angular velocity of C as seen from O with respect to some fixed direction, while OP is the distance of P from O and PT half the chord PQ, if we produce OP. The point P is called the «first» stationary point; a «second» station occurs in the position symmetric to the first with respect to the radius OC. In the eccentric model a planet located at a point P is stationary seen from \( \mathcal{O} \), when \( \frac{OP}{PS} = \frac{V_n}{V_m} \) where \( V_n = V_c + V_p \) is the angular velocity of the center \( M \) of the eccenter with respect to some fixed direction from \( \mathcal{O} \) (Neugebauer, 1975, pp. 267–268).

Ptolemy uses the epithet \( \epsilon λας \sigma\omicron\omicron\nu\sigma\nu \) («minor», in nominative case) or \( \epsilon λας \sigma\omicron\omicron\nu\sigma\nu\alpha\nu\aomicron\aomicron\aomicron \) (in accusative case) as he refers either to the «minor ratio» (\( \epsilon\lambda\alpha\sigma\nu\sigma\nu\alpha\omicron\aomicron\aomicron \)) or to the «minor angle» (\( \epsilon\lambda\alpha\sigma\nu\sigma\nu\alpha\omicron\aomicron\aomicron \)) as he compares segments, triangles or speeds (namely the speed of the planet on the epicycle to that of the center of the epicycle on the eccentric cycle). Ptolemy distinguishes between the two kinds of stationary points (\( \Sigma\tau\iota\pi\iota\rho\iota\mu\iota\omicron\iota\omicron \)) namely, between the «first» (\( \Pi\rho\omega\omicron\tau\omicron\omicron\omicron \)) and the «second» (\( \Delta\gamma\tau\epsilon\tau\rho\omicron\omicron \)) or «the other one» (\( \E\tau\pi\omicron\omicron\omicron \)). Especially the astroglogers Dorotheus of Sidon (1st cent. BC–1st cent. AD), Thrasylus of Alexandria (1st cent. AD) and the famous Vettius Valens of Antiochia (2nd cent. AD) in his *Anthologiaren libri ix* (Book 1, chap. 18), refer to the stationary points using the same terminology and naming them as «first» and «second». The tradition of this terminology continues in the works of the 4th cent. AD astroglogers, namely Hephasteion of Thebes, Paulus of Alexandria (\( \E\l\eta\omicron\lambda\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\aomicron\aomicron\aomicron \aomicron\aomicron\aomicron \)) and Heliodorus of Antiochia (\( \I\n\u\r\a\l\l\a\p\u\d\a\r\i\a \r\o\u\l\o\s\a\p\o\t\e\s\e\s\a\t\i\c\a \)) and the mathematician Theon of Alexandria who explain the use of Ptolemy’s *Handy tables* for the calculation of the kind of the planetary motion (forward motion before the first station, first stationary point, retrograde motion before the second station, second stationary point, forward motion after the second station). This is done by means of a comparison of the results of the entries in the related tables, namely if the calculated number is «major» or «minor» than those in the tables, reveals whether the planet has (or not) arrived in the first station or retrogrades or he has already passed the second station.

We should point out that a planet reaching the «first» stationary point and starting its retrograde motion seems to reduce its speed, while being in the «second» stationary point the planet seems to accelerate its forward motion. Consequently, our fragmentary text could contain terms as «minor» and «major» stationary points, as a shortened expression referring to the «first» and «second» stationary points respectively, while implying the planets’ different speeds on them.

### 4.3. Length of the retrograde arc and the outer planets

According to Ptolemy, the «distance» (or length) (\( \Lambda\Pi\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron \)) of the retrograde arc between the «first» and the «second» stationary points, can also be «medium», «maximum» or «minimum». As the text is a fragmentary one and many letters are missing from both sides, it seems very difficult any attempt for the reading of the text either «vertically» or «horizontally». But even so, it is clear that some lines include references to time intervals expressed in days. In this case an investigation regarding arcs and days of retrograde motion seems to be very useful for the understanding of the text. For example, line 31 is read as follows:

\[ \text{ΕΠΙΓΕΙΣ}/\text{ΠΑΘ}/\text{ΕΠΙΤΟΝΗΑΙΟΝΤΟΣ}/\text{ΣΤΗΡΙΓΜΟΝ} \]

This line is translated by Freeth et al. (2006) as «brings on (139) the Sun the stationary point».

The number \( \text{ΠΑΘ} (=139) \) is a dubious reading as the forms of the letters \( \Theta \) and \( \Pi \) are close enough. Could it be an \( \Pi \)? Then the number \( \text{ΠΑΠ} (=138) \) is the number of days of Saturn’s retrograde motion in case of the «mean distance» (in «maximum distance» the retrogradation lasts 140 and 2/3 days, while in «minimum distance» its duration is 136 days), as stated by Ptolemy ("Syntaxis", XII, ch. 2).

Apart from the above remark regarding Saturn’s retrogradation, if it is correct, there is an additional argument pro the hypothesis that the Antikythera mechanism could have been used also for the calculation of the motion of «all» planets. This argument is the reading of line 19, if it is correct and we understand properly its meaning:

\[ \text{ΣΤΗΡΙΟΣΑΓΕΠΙΑΙΩΝΩΝΙΑΣ} \]

This line is translated by Freeth et al. (2006) as «brings upon every (angle)».

We should remember that the three outer planets – Mars, Jupiter and Saturn – form «every angle» with the Sun, as seen from Earth; namely, their «elongation» is measured from 0° to 180° east or west of the Sun. Consequently, it is very likely that line 19 refers to one of the outer planets; and if it is so, we could well suppose that references to the outer planets have been lost with the missing parts of this inscription.

### 4.4. The front dial fragment

The Front Dial fragment (D. de Solla Price, 16-20, 1974) saves the names of 2 months of the Egyptian calendar, \( \Pi\a\x\om\nu \) (Pachon) and \( \Pi\a[YN] \) (Payn) in the outer annu-
lus and those of two zodiacal signs, ΥΣΩΔ (Libra) and ΣΠΡΔΟΣ (Virgo) in the inner annulus. Taken into account the numerous local Greek calendars with particular names of months taken from local festivals, the different dates of the first day of the calendar and the changing number of its days every year, we well understand that a local Greek calendar were not a good choice for an astronomical device. On the other hand, the Egyptian calendar with a standard number of 365 days (12 months of 30 days and 5 supplementary days at the end of the yearly cycle) was characterized by its simplicity and regularity. For this reason the astronomers, from Hellenistic times to the 16th cent., used it in their calculations. Consequently, it was the only appropriate choice for the Antikythera Mechanism, an astronomical device of high precision. Could it be an additional argument pro a possible construction of the Mechanism in Alexandria?

5. On gear trains

The structure of the gear trains in the Antikythera mechanism shows an already evolved technology as far as gear wheels are concerned. As this mechanism dates in the second half of the second century BC, we present some additional arguments in our effort to elucidate a little more the history of technology underlying its construction.

Our main source is Pappus of Alexandria (4th cent. AD) who in the last (eighth) book of his Collection (Ed. F. Hultsch, Weidmann, Berlin, vol. 3, 1878) treats some topics of mechanics, stating clearly that these theorems have been proved by the «ancients» and that he would like to cite the most easily to be found and formulate them in a shorter and clearer manner than before (p. 1028, lines 6–10). He says that «according to the mechanicians of Heron’s school, the science of mechanics consists of a theoretical and a practical part, the former one including geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and physics» (p. 1022, lines 13–17). Among the mechanicians should be included the «sphere makers», who «construct a model of the heavens [and operate it] with the help of the uniform circular motion of water». Pappus cites the view that «Archimedes of Syracuse mastered the principles and the theory of all these branches» of mechanics, as well as that of Archimedes of Antioch that «Archimedes wrote only one book on a mechanical subject, that on sphere-construction» (p. 1026, lines 2–12). Let us only remind Cicero’s description of Archimedes’s «celestial globe» which could represent the motion of the sun and the moon and the divergent movements of the planets with their different rates of speed (De re publica, I. xiv. 21–22).

As far as Archimedes of Syracuse (287–212 BC) is concerned, we should not wonder for his special interest in sphere-construction as a model of the heavens. His father, Phedias, was a known astronomer and Archimedes himself knew very well the works of earlier and contemporary astronomers, especially their measurements regarding the relative sizes and distances between the Earth, the Moon and the Sun, and the size of the Cosmos. In his Sandreckoner Archimedes criticizes a proportion regarding the size of the Cosmos in relation to that of the Earth’s orbit given by Aristarchus’s of Samos in his work On the sizes and distances of the Sun and the Moon; Archimedes also cites the famous passage referring to Aristarchus’s heliocentric hypothesis (Archimedes, Arenarius, ed. C. Mugler, vol. 2, Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1971, 134–157; here p. 135, l. 3 – p. 145, l. 8).

As the mathematician who measured the circumference of the circle and an inventor of many machines, Archimedes would have been interested in the construction and use of toothed wheels, and consequently in the formulation of the related theory of gear wheels and their trains. Pappus cites some «old» theorems regarding the relations between the diameters, the number of teeth and the speed of trains of two gear wheels.

Pappus states clearly that Archimedes in his work On balances, as well as Philo (Belopoeica) and Heron (Dioptra, Section 37; Mechanicorum fragmenta, Book I, fr. 1), demonstrated that the major circles (wheels) are predominant in relation to the minor ones, if they roll round the same center». In another theorem cited by Pappus, it is given a train of two gear wheels A and B, where the ratio of the diameter of A to the diameter of B equals the ratio of the number of teeth of A to the number of teeth of B; he then shows that the ratio of the speed of A to that of B equals the ratio of the number of teeth of A to that of teeth of B (chap. 25, p. 1102ff.)

He further shows that «the ratio of the circumferences of the wheels equals that of their diameters»: namely, if AB and CD are the diameters of the two circles (wheels), then the ratio of the circumference of AB to the circumference of CD equals to the ratio of the diameter AB to the diameter CD (chap. 20, p. 1104ff.). Finally, he proves that «given a wheel with a known number of cogs or teeth, to find the diameter of a second wheel to be engaged with the first and having a given number of teeth.» He adds that «this proposition is generally useful and in particular for machine makers in connection with the fitting of cogged wheels» (p. 1028, lines 21–29; chap. 27, p. 1106ff.).

I am of the opinion that we should always remember Pappus’s statement regarding the «ancients» who have formulated and proved the mechanical theorems and his direct references to Archimedes, the greatest Greek geometrner, astronomer and founder of the science of mechanics. The traces of the early history of the Antikythera Mechanism seem to lead us back to Archimedes at least as far as its gear trains are concerned.

6. Conclusions

In the present article we have just touched a few questions and problems arising from the published study of Freeth et al. (2006). In the attendance of new results from their further studies we did attempt this approach to the subject. Let us now express our final assumptions:
Taken into account that Archimedes did correspond with Eratosthenes of Kyrene, head of the library attached to the Museum of Alexandria, it seems very likely that Archimedes communicated all his works to him, even those on the science of mechanics, as we can deduce from his famous «Method», where he uses mechanical methods to find a solution before he treats the problem purely theoretically. His works were saved during many centuries and were available for study to later mathematicians and mechanicians of Alexandria – as Heron and Pappus – and of other Greek towns, as Eutocius of Ascalon, Isidorus of Milet and Anthimius of Tralles (the two architects of Hagia Sophia in Constantinople in the 6th cent. AD). If Archimedes’s works survived so many centuries later, no wonder if mechanicians of his time or a little later could have applied his theorems in the construction of gear trains for specific use.

On the other hand, the famous astronomer Hipparchus of Nicaea in Bithynia was active in Alexandria and Rhodes Island (in Aegean Sea) between the years 162 BC and 127 BC, according to the relative citations in Ptolemy’s Mathematical Syntaxis (III, 1; V, 3, 5; VI, 5, 9; VII, 2). From the 17 recorded observations made by Hipparchus only the last three (in 128 and 127 BC) have been surely made in Rhodes, while it is not certain for another two (in 141 and 135 BC); most of the remaining recorded observations have been made in Alexandria (Neugebauer, 1975, p. 276). Finally let us venture the following hypothesis: the astronomical theories of Hipparchus during the years of his activity in Alexandria have been combined with the necessary technical knowledge provided by Archimedes’s works (and available to Alexandrian astronomers and mechanicians) in this sophisticate astronomical device very likely constructed in Alexandria. The answer to the question: «Were it possible that this exceptional device has been made for and used by Hipparchus himself?» is left to the reader of this article.
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